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ON THE GLOBAL CONVERGENCE OF THE JACOBI METHOD FOR
SYMMETRIC MATRICES OF ORDER 4 UNDER PARALLEL STRATEGIES
ERNA BEGOVIC´ KOVACˇ AND VJERAN HARI
Abstract. The paper analyzes special cyclic Jacobi methods for symmetric matrices of order 4.
Only those cyclic pivot strategies that enable full parallelization of the method are considered.
These strategies, unlike the serial pivot strategies, can force the method to be very slow or very
fast within one cycle, depending on the underlying matrix. Hence, for the global convergence
proof one has to consider two or three adjacent cycles. It is proved that for any symmetric
matrix A of order 4 the inequality S(A[2]) ≤ (1− 10−5)S(A) holds, where A[2] results from A by
applying two cycles of a particular parallel method. Here S(A) stands for the Frobenius norm of
the strictly upper-triangular part of A. The result holds for two special parallel strategies and
implies the global convergence of the method under all possible fully parallel strategies. It is
also proved that for every ǫ > 0 and n ≥ 4 there exist a symmetric matrix A(ǫ) of order n and
a cyclic strategy, such that upon completion of the first cycle of the appropriate Jacobi method
the inequality S(A[1]) > (1− ǫ)S(A(ǫ)) holds.
1. Introduction
The Jacobi method applies a sequence of similarity transformations by plane rotations to a
symmetric matrix in order to diagonalize it. The method can be described as an iterative process
of the for
A(k+1) = RTkA
(k)Rk, k ≥ 0; A(0) = A,
where Rk are plane rotations and A is a symmetric matrix of order n. The method is globally
convergent if, for each starting A, the generated sequence (A(k)) converges to a diagonal matrix.
Its global (asymptotic) convergence has been considered in [8, 9, 3, 12, 17] ([19, 10]) and its
accuracy in [4, 5, 6, 15]. A one-sided version of the method has been studied in [13, 18] and the
block versions in [7, 11, 1]. There are many papers on Jacobi methods, and further references
can be found within the bibliographies of the papers cited above.
At the step k the method annihilates two off-diagonal elements of A(k), a
(k)
i(k)j(k) and a
(k)
j(k)i(k),
i(k) < j(k). The element a
(k)
i(k)j(k) is the pivot element while i = i(k) and j = j(k) are pivot
indices. The way of selecting the pivot pair at each step is called pivot strategy. The elements
of Rk are the same as in the identity matrix In, except for the elements at positions (i, i), (i, j),
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(j, i), (j, j), which are cosϕ(k), − sinϕ(k), sinϕ(k), cosϕ(k), respectively. The rotation angle is
determined by the known formula
tan 2ϕ(k) =
2a
(k)
ij
a
(k)
ii − a(k)jj
, ϕ(k) ∈ [−π/4, π/4], (1.1)
which implies
a
(k+1)
ii = a
(k)
ii + tanϕ
(k)a
(k)
ij , (1.2)
a
(k+1)
jj = a
(k)
jj − tanϕ(k)a(k)ij , (1.3)
and
S2(A(k+1)) = S2(A(k))− (a(k)ij )2.
Here S(X) stands for the off-norm of a symmetric matrix X of order n,
S(X) =
√
2
2
‖X − diag(X)‖F =
√√√√n−1∑
i=1
n∑
j=i+1
x2ij , X = X
T = (xij).
In the definition (1.1) of the rotation angle, we assume that ϕ(k) = 0 if a
(k)
ij = 0 and a
(k)
ii = a
(k)
jj .
It is the most natural assumption which can be rephrased as: if the pivot element is zero, just
skip it.
Since the diagonal elements converge if the rotation angle is chosen as in the relation (1.1) (see
[14]), it is easy to show that the obtained sequence (A(k)) converges to some diagonal matrix if
and only if
lim
k→∞
S(A(k)) = 0. (1.4)
Therefore, the method is globally convergent if (1.4) holds for any initial A. Since the sequence
(S(A(k))) is nonincreasing, for the global convergence of the method it is sufficient to show that
for any symmetric matrix A we have
S2(A(τN)) ≤ γS2(A), 0 ≤ γ < 1, τ ∈ {1, 2, 3}, N = n(n− 1)
2
, (1.5)
where γ and τ do not depend on A. Here we prove that the relation (1.5) holds with τ = 2 or
τ = 3, for the case n = 4 and for those cyclic strategies which enable parallel processing. For
these strategies one cycle (or sweep) consists of three “parallel steps”.
Why would one consider the Jacobi method for symmetric matrices of order 4 when that
problem can be solved directly? Jacobi method is known for its high relative accuracy on well
behaved symmetric matrices, for its efficiency on nearly diagonal matrices and for its suitability
for parallel processing. So, the natural choice of a pivot strategy for matrices of order 4 is a
parallel strategy. We have discovered that parallel strategies are very special. Depending on
the underlying matrix, the reduction of the quantity S(A) per sweep can be extremely slow or
fast. This knowledge can be used to improve the implementation of the algorithm. Finally,
the Jacobi method for large symmetric positive definite matrices is nowadays implemented as
one sided block algorithm. At each step the block algorithm has to solve the same eigenvalue
problem but for much smaller matrix, typically of order 16–256. For this purpose one can use an
element-wise Jacobi method or one can accelerate it by using the block algorithm which solves a
4 by 4 eigenvalue problem at each step.
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There are several comments related to the inequality (1.5) and its proof. First, the proof
presented here reveals that the reduction of the quantity S(A) during one cycle can be arbitrary
small. It sheds light to convergence failure of the cyclic Jacobi method discussed in [3]. We
show that for every ǫ > 0 there is a starting matrix A(ǫ) and a cyclic Jacobi method such that
upon completion of the first cycle the inequality S(A[1]) > (1− ǫ)S(A(ǫ)) holds. This fact is first
proved for n = 4 and then for any n ≥ 4. Hence the global convergence consideration for the
general cyclic Jacobi method should scrutinize more than one cycle of the process. Second, the
presented result covers the most difficult part in the proof that every cyclic Jacobi method for
symmetric matrices of order 4 is globally convergent [1, 2].
The paper is divided into five sections and three appendices. In Section 2 we introduce no-
tation and the basic concepts of the theory of equivalent strategies. We also recall some known
convergence results. In Section 3 we concentrate on parallel strategies and introduce an auxiliary
tool, a linear operator TA, which simplifies the convergence analysis. The convergence result is
formulated and proved for some trivial cases. Section 4 is devoted to the global convergence
proof and Section 5 to the construction of the above mentioned matrix A(ǫ) and to the proofs of
the related results. Since the proofs of the main results are pretty complicated, we have moved
all lengthy and technical proofs to appendices A, B and C. They are related to the results from
sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively.
Some of the results presented here can be found in the unpublished thesis [1].
2. Basic concepts and notation
For the Jacobi method for symmetric matrices of order n, the pivot strategy can be defined
as a function I : N0 → Pn, where N0 = {0, 1, 2, 3, . . .} and Pn =
{
(i, j)
∣∣ 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n}. We
say that at step k, I selects the pivot pair I(k) = (i(k), j(k)) which lies in Pn. Let I be a pivot
strategy. If there is a positive integer T such that I(k + T ) = I(k) for all k ≥ 0, we say that I is
periodic with period T . If T = N ≡ n(n−1)2 and {I(k)
∣∣ 0 ≤ k ≤ T − 1} = Pn, the pivot strategy
is cyclic.
For S ⊆ Pn, letO(S) denote the set of all finite sequences made of the elements of S, assuming
that each pair from S appears at least once in each sequence from O(S). Let O be a sequence
of pairs fromO(S). An admissible transposition on O is any transposition of two adjacent pairs
from O,
(ir, jr), (ir+1, jr+1)→ (ir+1, jr+1), (ir, jr),
provided that {ir, jr} ∩ {ir+1, jr+1} = ∅. For such pairs we say that they commute, or that they
are disjoint. Two sequences O,O′ ∈O(S) are called
(i) Equivalent if one can be obtained from the other by a finite number of admissible trans-
positions. Then we write O ∼ O′.
(ii) Shift-equivalent if O = [O1,O2] and O′ = [O2,O1], where [O1,O2] stands for the concate-
nation of the sequences O1 and O2. We write O s∼ O′.
(iii) Weakly equivalent if one can find O1, . . . ,Or−1 from O(S) such that in the sequence
O ≡ O0,O1, . . . ,Or ≡ O′, each pair of adjacent terms Oi, Oi+1, 0 ≤ i ≤ r− 1, consists of
either equivalent or shift-equivalent terms. In such a case, we write O w∼ O′.
One can check that ∼, s∼ and w∼ are equivalence relations on O(S). In our application we shall
have S = Pn.
Once these equivalence relations are defined on O(Pn), they can easily be transferred to the
set of cyclic pivot strategies. Here is the procedure.
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Let I be a cyclic pivot strategy. By OI we mean the sequence of pairs I(0), I(1), . . . , I(N−1).
Conversely, for O ∈O(Pn), O = (i0, j0), (i1, j1), . . . , (iN−1, jN−1), the cyclic strategy generated
by O is defined by IO(k) = (iω(k), jω(k)), provided that k ≡ ω(k) (mod N), 0 ≤ ω(k) ≤ N − 1,
k ≥ 0. In other words, IO(k) runs through O in the cyclic way as k increases.
Two cyclic strategies I and I ′ are equivalent (we write I ∼ I ′), shift-equivalent (I s∼ I ′)
and weakly equivalent (I
w∼ I ′) if the same is true for the corresponding sequences OI and OI′ .
Note that for the shift-equivalent strategies we have I ′(k) = I(k + σ), k ≥ 0, for some shift σ,
0 ≤ σ ≤ N − 1. (We can confine to nonnegative shifts since I(k − σ) = I(k +N − σ).)
The importance of weakly equivalent cyclic strategies comes from the following result.
Theorem 2.1. [17] If the Jacobi method converges for some cyclic strategy I, then it also con-
verges for all strategies that are weakly equivalent to I.
Note that Theorem 2.1 also covers the cases of equivalent and shift-equivalent strategies.
Another important result regarding the convergence under two weakly equivalent strategies is
proved in [11, Lemma 4.8].
A cyclic strategy I can be represented by the matrix MI = (mij), where
mij = mji = k, if I(k) = (i, j), i < j,
and mss = −1, 1 ≤ s ≤ n. Instead of −1, we shall display ∗ to indicate that the diagonal
positions are not part of the pivot sequence (see (3.1)). If I = IO, we shall also write MO.
3. Parallel strategies in the case n = 4
Let A be a symmetric matrix of order 4. Since the length of each O ∈ O(P4) equals 4·32 =
6, each cyclic Jacobi method applies six steps within one cycle. Among all cyclic strategies
a distinguished role is played by the “parallel” ones. They enable parallel processing, so the
corresponding method will be called parallel Jacobi method (cf. [16]). Each parallel Jacobi
method for symmetric matrices of order 4 applies three parallel steps within each cycle. Every
parallel step consists of two consecutive steps which can be performed concurrently. This way,
instead of six sequential steps, using a parallel pivot strategy, we apply three parallel steps within
one cycle.
As we shall see, it will be sufficient to study just two cyclic pivot strategies I1 and I2, which
have the following two-dimensional representations
MI1 =


∗ 4 0 2
4 ∗ 3 1
0 3 ∗ 5
2 1 5 ∗

 and MI2 =


∗ 4 2 0
4 ∗ 1 3
2 1 ∗ 5
0 3 5 ∗

 , (3.1)
respectively. All cyclic strategies that can be fully parallelized, are shift equivalent to I1 or
I2. Therefore, the convergence results for all parallel strategies follow from the results for the
strategies I1 and I2.
Consider the sets of pairs {(1, 3), (2, 4)}, {(1, 4), (2, 3)}, {(1, 2), (3, 4)}. Note that the pairs
within braces commute. These are the only sets that contain commuting pairs and only they can
define parallel Jacobi steps. From the first braces we see that the corresponding plane rotations
R(1, 3, ϕ13) and R(2, 4, ϕ24) commute, and also their entries can be computed independently of
each other. So, the corresponding Jacobi steps can be applied in parallel: first apply concurrently
the left transformations and then the right ones, or vice versa. This corresponds to the one parallel
step which consists of two subsequent ordinary Jacobi steps. The same can be said for the steps
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corresponding to the other two braces. This leads us to parallel strategies, which we represent
by the matrices
M1 =


∗ 2 0 1
2 ∗ 1 0
0 1 ∗ 2
1 0 2 ∗

 and M2 =


∗ 2 1 0
2 ∗ 0 1
1 0 ∗ 2
0 1 2 ∗

 , respectively.
Here, the matrix entries count the parallel steps and mark the pivot positions associated with
them.
By inspecting all commuting pairs, we conclude that there are exactly six parallel strategies
and they can be grouped into two clusters which are actually equivalent classes for the relation
s∼. They are defined by the following orderings from O(P4), where Oj s∼ O′j s∼ O′′j , j = 1, 2,
O1 = (1, 3), (2, 4), (1, 4), (2, 3), (1, 2), (3, 4), O2 = (1, 4), (2, 3), (1, 3), (2, 4), (1, 2), (3, 4),
O
′
1 = (1, 2), (3, 4), (1, 3), (2, 4), (1, 4), (2, 3), O
′
2 = (1, 2), (3, 4), (1, 4), (2, 3), (1, 3), (2, 4),
O
′′
1 = (1, 4), (2, 3), (1, 2), (3, 4), (1, 3), (2, 4), O
′′
2 = (1, 3), (2, 4), (1, 2), (3, 4), (1, 4), (2, 3).
In order to prove the global convergence of the Jacobi method under all six parallel strategies,
it is sufficient to prove it for the strategies I1 and I2. This follows from Theorem 2.1. Next, we
show that the strategies I1 and I2 are closely connected, so that the method converges under one
of them if and only if it converges under the other one. To this end, note that the matrices M1
and M2 are permutationally similar,
M2 = P
TM1P, (3.2)
where P = P12 or P = P34. Here Pij is the transposition which interchanges rows (columns) i
and j if a matrix is premultiplied (postmultiplied) by it. If (3.2) holds, we say that I2 and I1 are
permutationally equivalent (see [1, 2]).
Proposition 3.1. Let A = (aij) be a symmetric matrix of order 4. Let A
(0) = A,A(1), . . . be
obtained by applying the cyclic Jacobi method defined by the strategy I2 on A. Let P = P12 or
P = P34, and let A
(0) = P TAP,A(1), . . . be obtained by applying the cyclic Jacobi method defined
by the strategy I1 on A
(0). Then A(2r) = P TA(2r)P , r ≥ 0.
Proof. The proof has been moved to A. 
Thus, Proposition 3.1 implies that the Jacobi method converges under the strategy I2 if and
only if it converges under the strategy I1. In particular, if the relation (1.5) holds for the method
defined by I1, with some τ and γ, it holds for the method defined by I2 with the same τ and γ,
and vice versa. Theorem 3.4 below, shows that the relation (1.5) holds for the strategy I1 with
τ = 2 and γ = 1− 10−5.
What can be said for the method under the strategies IO′1 , IO′′1 and IO′2 , IO′′2 ? For these
strategies, the relation (1.5) holds with the same γ and with τ larger for 1. In particular, for
τ = 3 and γ = 1 − 10−5. We shall show it for IO′′1 . For the other three strategies the proof is
similar.
Let us apply the Jacobi method defined by the strategy IO′′1 to a symmetric matrix A of order
4, thus generating the sequence of matrices A(0) = A, A(1), A(2), . . . . Let us consider τ + 1 = 3
cycles of the method. We display each second iterate, i.e. the iterates obtained after each of the
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first nine parallel steps:
A
(1,4),(2,3)−→ A(2) (1,2),(3,4)−→ A(4) (1,3),(2,4)−→ A(6)
(1,4),(2,3)−→ A(8) (1,2),(3,4)−→ A(10) (1,3),(2,4)−→ A(12)
(1,4),(2,3)−→ A(14) (1,2),(3,4)−→ A(16) (1,3),(2,4)−→ A(18).
We concentrate on the matrix A(4). If another Jacobi method is applied to A(4), the one defined
by the strategy I1, one obtains (after each two steps) the same matrices A
(6), A(8), A(10), . . . .
After two sweeps, one obtains the matrix A(16) and, if the relation (1.5) holds for I1 with τ = 2
and γ < 1, then one has S(A(16)) ≤ γS(A(4)). Therefore, one obtains
S(A[3]) = S(A(3N)) = S(A(18)) ≤ S(A(16)) ≤ γS(A(4)) ≤ S(A),
proving the claim.
3.1. The cyclic strategy I1. We focus on strategy I1 = IO1 where
O1 = (1, 3), (2, 4), (1, 4), (2, 3), (1, 2), (3, 4).
By this strategy, at the beginning of each cycle (except for the first cycle), the elements at the
positions (1, 2) and (3, 4) are zero. Since we consider the global convergence, we can assume that
the initial matrix already has the form
A =


a11 0 a13 a14
0 a22 a23 a24
a13 a23 a33 0
a14 a24 0 a44

 . (3.3)
Let [e1 e2 e3 e4] denote the column partition of the identity matrix, and let
Q = [e1 e3 e4 −e2] =


1 0 0 0
0 0 0 −1
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0

 . (3.4)
The similarity transformation with Q and with QT has the following effect on the elements of a
square matrix X = (xrs),
QTXQ =


x11 x13 x14 −x12
x31 x33 x34 −x32
x41 x43 x44 −x42
−x21 −x23 −x24 x22

, QXQT =


x11 −x14 x12 x13
−x41 x44 −x42 −x43
x21 −x24 x22 x23
x31 −x34 x32 x33

. (3.5)
Thus, for each A we have S(QTAQ) = S(A). We see a favorable movement of the elements
lying at the pivot positions for the parallel steps. We can use it to define a new iterative process,
closely related to the original Jacobi process, where the pivot elements always remain at the same
positions. This will simplify the analysis.
Therefore, we introduce a linear operator which is comprised of the transformation correspond-
ing to the first parallel step under I1 followed by the similarity transformation with Q.
Definition 3.2. Let S4 denote the vector space of real 4 by 4 symmetric matrices. For A ∈ S4
let
TA(H) = (R(1, 3, φ)R(2, 4, ψ)Q)THR(1, 3, φ)R(2, 4, ψ)Q, H ∈ S4,
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where R(1, 3, φ) and R(2, 4, ψ) are Jacobi rotations which annihilate the elements a13 and a24 of
A, respectively, and Q is defined by the relation (3.4). The rotation angles φ, ψ are from the
interval [−pi4 , pi4 ], so that the formulas (1.1)–(1.3) hold.
For A ∈ S4 let T (A) = TA(A) and for any k ≥ 0
T k(A) = T (T (. . . (T︸ ︷︷ ︸(A) . . .))), T 0(A) = A.
k
Thus, TA : S4 7→ S4 is a linear operator. Note that if a13 = 0 and a24 = 0, then TA reduces
to the similarity transformation with the similarity matrix Q. The function T is not linear.
However, it satisfies
S(T k+1(A)) ≤ S(T k(A)), k ≥ 0.
If A ∈ S4 is as in the relation (3.3) and A′ = T (A), then we have
T :


a11 0 a13 a14
0 a22 a23 a24
a13 a23 a33 0
a14 a24 0 a44

 7→


a′11 0 a
′
13 a
′
14
0 a′22 a
′
23 a
′
24
a′13 a
′
23 a
′
33 0
a′14 a
′
24 0 a
′
44

 ,
with
a′11 = a11 + a13 tan φ, a
′
13 = a14 cosφ cosψ − a23 sinφ sinψ, (3.6a)
a′22 = a33 − a13 tan φ, a′14 = −a14 cosφ sinψ − a23 sinφ cosψ, (3.6b)
a′33 = a44 − a24 tanψ, a′23 = −a14 sinφ cosψ − a23 cosφ sinψ, (3.6c)
a′44 = a22 + a24 tanψ, a
′
24 = a14 sinφ sinψ − a23 cosφ cosψ. (3.6d)
The rotation angles φ ∈ [−pi4 , pi4 ] and ψ ∈ [−pi4 , pi4 ] are determined by
tan(2φ) =
2a13
a11 − a33 , tan(2ψ) =
2a24
a22 − a44 . (3.7)
First, we show that the repeated application of T to A yields the matrices which are closely
related to Jacobi iterations under the parallel strategy I1.
Proposition 3.3. Let A ∈ S4 and let A(2k) be obtained by applying 2k steps of the Jacobi method
under the strategy I1 to A. Then
T k(A) = (Qk)TA(2k)Qk, k ≥ 0. (3.8)
Proof. The proof is lengthy and technical, so we have moved it to A. 
In particular, the relation (3.8) implies
S(T k(A)) = S(A(2k)), k ≥ 0. (3.9)
We use Proposition 3.3 to simplify the proof of the main result which follows.
Theorem 3.4. Let A ∈ S4 be such that a12 = 0, a34 = 0 and let A(12) be obtained by applying
12 steps of the Jacobi method under the strategy I1 to A. Then
S(A(12)) ≤ (1− ǫ)S(A), (3.10)
with ǫ = 10−5.
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Note that 12 steps correspond to two sweeps of the method. Theorem 3.4 ensures the global
convergence of the method since the sequence of iterates (S(A(l)), l ≥ 0) is nonincreasing and its
subsequence (S(A(12t)), t ≥ 0) converges to zero.
The proof of the main theorem is lengthy, hence we will devote the entire Section 4 to it.
However, we first provide a lemma that covers the special cases when more than two off-diagonal
elements are equal to zero. Then the relation (3.10) holds with much larger ǫ (ǫ = 1 or 1/2).
Lemma 3.5. Let A = (ars) ∈ S4 be such that a12 = 0 and a34 = 0. If
(i) a14 = 0 and a23 = 0, then A
(2) is diagonal.
(ii) a13 = 0 and a24 = 0, then A
(4) is diagonal.
(iii) a13 = 0, then S
2(A(4)) ≤ 12S2(A).
(iv) a24 = 0, then S
2(A(4)) ≤ 12S2(A).
(v) a14 = 0, then S
2(A(4)) ≤ 12S2(A).
(vi) a23 = 0, then S
2(A(4)) ≤ 12S2(A).
Proof. The proof has been moved to A. 
4. Proof of Theorem 3.4
Let ǫ = 10−5. Then the assertion (3.10) of Theorem 3.4 can be expressed in the form
S(T 6(A)) ≤ (1− ǫ)S(A). (4.1)
Instead of working with matrices A(l), 0 ≤ l ≤ 12, we shall work with B(k) = T k(A) = (b(k)rs ),
0 ≤ k ≤ 6. Let B ≡ B(0), so that B = A holds. If S(B) = 0, then Theorem 3.4 holds. We
assume S(B) > 0.
Contrary to the assertion of the theorem suppose that
S(B(6)) > (1− ǫ)S(B). (4.2)
We shall show that the relation (4.2) leads to a contradiction.
From Lemma 3.5, we conclude that all off-diagonal elements of B(k) except for b
(k)
12 and b
(k)
34
are non-zero for 0 ≤ k ≤ 4. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.5(i), we have |b(5)14 |+ |b(5)23 | > 0, and since
S(B(k)) ≤ S(B(k−1)), k ≥ 1, we have
S(B(k)) > (1− ǫ)S(B), for 0 ≤ k ≤ 6. (4.3)
Let
δk =
√
(b
(k)
13 )
2 + (b
(k)
24 )
2
S(B)
, k ≥ 0; δ = δ0. (4.4)
From our assumptions it follows that δk > 0 for at least 0 ≤ k ≤ 4. Note that
S2(B(k+1)) = S2(B(k))− (b(k)13 )2 − (b(k)24 )2 = (b(k)14 )2 + (b(k)23 )2, k ≥ 0. (4.5)
This implies
0 < δ20 + δ
2
1 + δ
2
2 + δ
2
3 + δ
2
4 + δ
2
5 = 1−
S2(B(6))
S2(B)
< 2ǫ− ǫ2,
in particular
δk <
√
2ǫ− ǫ2 < 0.0045, 0 ≤ k ≤ 5.
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Formulas (3.6) describe the transition from B(k−1) to B(k) for any k ≥ 1. In this transition we
denote the angles φ and ψ by φk and ψk, respectively. If we set cφk = cosφk, cψk = cosψk,
sφk = sinφk, sψk = sinψk, k ≥ 1, then from the formulas (3.6) we have(
b
(k)
13
)2
+
(
b
(k)
24
)2
=
=
(
(b
(k−1)
14 )
2 + (b
(k−1)
23 )
2
)
(c2φkc
2
ψk
+ s2φks
2
ψk
)− 4b(k−1)14 b(k−1)23 cφkcψksφksψk
≥
(
(b
(k−1)
14 )
2 + (b
(k−1)
23 )
2
)
(c2φkc
2
ψk
+ s2φks
2
ψk
)− 4|b(k−1)14 b(k−1)23 cφkcψksφksψk |
=
(
|b(k−1)14 | − |b(k−1)23 |
)2
(c2φkc
2
ψk
+ s2φks
2
ψk
) + 2|b(k−1)14 b(k−1)23 |
(
cφkcψk − |sφksψk |
)2
≥ 1
2
(
|b(k−1)14 | − |b(k−1)23 |
)2
.
Here, c2φkc
2
ψk
+ s2φks
2
ψk
has been bounded by 12 , as in the proof of Lemma 3.5(v). This implies∣∣∣ |b(k−1)14 | − |b(k−1)23 | ∣∣∣ ≤ √2√(b(k)13 )2 + (b(k)24 )2 = √2δkS(B), k ≥ 1. (4.7)
Together with (4.6), the relation (4.7) yields∣∣|b(k)14 | − |b(k)23 |∣∣ ≤ √2δk+1S(B) < 2√ǫS(B), 0 ≤ k ≤ 4. (4.8)
Lemma 4.1. Exactly one of the following two assertions holds:
(a) |b(k)14 + b(k)23 | ≤
√
2δk+1S(B) < 2
√
ǫS(B), 0 ≤ k ≤ 4,
(b) |b(k)14 − b(k)23 | ≤
√
2δk+1S(B) < 2
√
ǫS(B), 0 ≤ k ≤ 4.
Proof. Suppose that the two inequalities in (a) hold for some k, 0 ≤ k ≤ 4. Then, because of the
relations (4.5) and (4.3), we have
|b(k)14 + b(k)23 |
|b(k)14 |+ |b(k)23 |
<
2
√
ǫS(B)√
(b
(k)
14 )
2 + (b
(k)
23 )
2
=
2
√
ǫS(B)
S(B(k+1))
<
2
√
ǫS(B)
(1− ǫ)S(B) = 2
√
ǫ
1− ǫ < 1, (4.9)
and therefore
|b(k)14 − b(k)23 | = |b(k)14 |+ |b(k)23 | ≥
√
|b(k)14 |2 + |b(k)23 |2 = S(B(k+1))
> (1− ǫ)S(B) > 2√ǫS(B). (4.10)
Thus, the corresponding inequality in (b) cannot hold for that k. Similarly, if the two inequalities
in (b) hold for some 0 ≤ k ≤ 4, then the corresponding inequality in (a) cannot be true.
Now, let us show that if (a) holds for k = 0, then it holds for all 0 ≤ k ≤ 4. From the relations
(3.6) it follows
b
(k)
14 ± b(k)23 = −
(
b
(k−1)
14 ± b(k−1)23
)
(cosφk sinψk ± sinφk cosψk)
= −(b(k−1)14 ± b(k−1)23 ) sin(ψk ± φk), k ≥ 1. (4.11)
The relation (4.11) implies
|b(k)14 ± b(k)23 | = | sin(ψk ± φk)| · · · | sin(ψ1 ± φ1)| · |b(0)14 ± b(0)23 | ≤ |b(0)14 ± b(0)23 |, (4.12)
for k ≥ 1. Therefore, if the two inequalities in (a) hold for k = 0, then the relation (4.9) will hold
for k = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5. For any of these k the relation (4.10) also holds, proving that the inequalities
in (b) cannot hold. Hence we can conclude that the both inequalities in (a) hold for 0 ≤ k ≤ 4.
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Similarly, if the two inequalities in (b) hold for k = 0, they hold for all 0 ≤ k ≤ 4 and then the
inequalities in (a) do not hold. 
We continue to prove (4.1) under the assumption (a). The case (b) will be addressed later.
4.1. The case |b14+b23| ≤
√
2δ1S(B). Let us see what can be concluded for the rotation angles.
Using φ, ψ for φ1, ψ1, respectively, from the relations (3.6) one easily obtains(
b
(1)
13
)2
+
(
b
(1)
24
)2
= (b214 + b
2
23)(c
2
φc
2
ψ + s
2
φs
2
ψ)− 4b14b23cφcψsφsψ
= (b214 + b
2
23)(cφcψ + sφsψ)
2 − 2(b214 + b223)cφcψsφsψ − 4b14b23cφcψsφsψ
= (b214 + b
2
23) cos
2(φ− ψ)− 2(b14 + b23)2cφcψsφsψ. (4.13)
Hence,
(b214 + b
2
23) cos
2(φ− ψ) = 2(b14 + b23)2cφcψsφsψ +
(
b
(1)
13
)2
+
(
b
(1)
24
)2 ≤ 1
2
(b14 + b23)
2 + δ21S
2(B).
We used the definition of δ1 from (4.4). In the same way, one obtains(
(b
(k−1)
14 )
2 + (b
(k−1)
23 )
2
)
cos2(φk − ψk) ≤ 1
2
(b
(k−1)
14 + b
(k−1)
23 )
2 + δ2kS
2(B), (4.14)
for k ≥ 1. Using the relations (4.5), (4.3), the assumption (a) and Lemma 4.1, we conclude that
the relation (4.14) implies
(1− ǫ)2S2(B) cos2 (φk − ψk) ≤ S2(B(k)) cos2 (φk − ψk) ≤ (δ2k + δ2k)S2(B),
for 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. Thus
cos
(
φk − ψk
) ≤ √2
1− ǫδk ≤ 1.4143δk , 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. (4.15)
Here we used ǫ = 10−5. In (4.15) we have the strict inequalities when δk > 0 and that is certainly
true for 1 ≤ k ≤ 4.
Lemma 4.2. For the angles φk, ψk, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5, we have the following relations.
(i) One of the following two relations holds
φk =
π
4
− αk, ψk = −π
4
+ βk, αk + βk ≤ 2.222δk , αk ≥ 0, βk ≥ 0,
φk = −π
4
+ α′k, ψk =
π
4
− β′k, α′k + β′k ≤ 2.222δk , α′k ≥ 0, β′k ≥ 0.
(ii) | sin(φk + ψk)| ≤ |φk + ψk| ≤ 2.222δk.
(iii) | tan φk + tanψk| ≤ 4.444δk.
(iv) If t ∈ {| tan φk|, tanψk|}, then
0.98 < 1− 4.444δk ≤ t ≤ 1 and 2 ≤ t+ t−1 ≤ 2 + 20.153δ2k .
(v) max {| cot 2φk|, | cot 2ψk|, | cot 2φk + cot 2ψk|} ≤ 4.49δk.
(vi) | cot 2φk + tan φk + cot 2ψk + tanψk| ≤ 10.08δ2k ≤ 0.0454δk.
(vii) 2 ≤ | cot 2φk + tanφk − cot 2ψk − tanψk| ≤ 2 + 20.15214δ2k ≤ 2 + 0.0907δk.
Proof. The proof is technical and has been moved to B. 
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From the proof, one can easily check that in the assertions of Lemma 4.2, the inequality signs
≤ and ≥ standing left to δk can be replaced by < and > respectively, provided that δk > 0 (which
is true for 0 ≤ k ≤ 4).
Let
νk = ν
+
k =
|b(k)14 + b(k)23 |
S(B)
, ν−k =
|b(k)14 − b(k)23 |
S(B)
, k ≥ 0; ν = ν0. (4.16)
Lemma 4.1(a) implies νk ≤
√
2δk+1, 0 ≤ k ≤ 4. From the relation (4.11) it follows
νk = | sin(φk + ψk)|νk−1 ≤ νk−1, ν−k = | sin(φk − ψk)|ν−k−1 ≤ ν−k−1, k ≥ 0.
Hence by Lemma 4.2(ii) we have
νk ≤ 2.222δkνk−1, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. (4.17)
The next step is bounding δk, k = 0, 1, 2, by simple functions of the subsequent δks.
Lemma 4.3. The quantities δk satisfy the following inequalities
δ0 < 9.348δ1δ2 + 19.371δ2δ3 + 9.646δ3δ4,
δ1 < δ3(9.464δ2 + 7.874δ4) < 0.0388δ3,
δ2 < δ4(9.35δ3 + 7.778δ5) < 0.0771δ4 .
Hence we obtain
δ0 < 22.38ǫ, δ1 < 17.5ǫ, δ2 < 34.7ǫ. (4.18)
Proof. The proof has been moved to B. 
Lemma 4.4. For the pivot elements of B(k) we have:
(i) |b(k)13 − b(k)24 | ≤ νk−1S(B) ≤ 2.222k−1δk−1δk−2 · · · δ2δ1
√
2δ1S(B), 2 ≤ k ≤ 6.
In particular,
|b(2)13 − b(2)24 |
S(B)
< 3.15δ21 ,
|b(3)13 − b(3)24 |
S(B)
< 6.99δ2δ
2
1 ,
|b(4)13 − b(4)24 |
S(B)
< 15.52δ3δ2δ
2
1 . (4.19)
(ii)
(
b
(k)
13 + b
(k)
24
)2
= 2δ2kS
2(B)− (b(k)13 − b(k)24 )2, k ≥ 0.
Hence,
|b(k)13 + b(k)24 | ≤
√
2δkS(B), k ≥ 0,
and in particular
|b(3)13 + b(3)24 |
S(B)
> 1.41421δ3 ,
|b(4)13 + b(4)24 |
S(B)
> 1.41421δ4 . (4.20)
(iii) | cot 2φk − cot 2ψk| ≥ 1.999894δk , 3 ≤ k ≤ 4.
Proof. The proof is technical and has been moved to B. 
We come to the main part of the proof. So far, we derived the restrictions on the angles and
other quantities, which are expressed in the previous lemmas. The question arises whether the
diagonal elements, which enter into the definition of the angles, can allow all those limitations.
Consider the quantities
b(k) = b
(k)
11 − b(k)22 − b(k)33 + b(k)44 , k ≥ 0.
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Each b(k) will be expressed in two ways. On the one hand, we use (3.6) and (B.3) to obtain
b(k) = b
(k−1)
11 − b(k−1)33 + 2b(k−1)13 tanφk + b(k−1)22 − b(k−1)44 + 2b(k−1)24 tanψk
= 2b
(k−1)
13 cot 2φk + 2b
(k−1)
13 tanφk + 2b
(k−1)
24 cot 2ψk + 2b
(k−1)
24 tanψk
= 2b
(k−1)
13
(
cot 2φk + tan φk
)
+ 2b
(k−1)
24
(
cot 2ψk + tanψk
)
=
(
b
(k−1)
13 + b
(k−1)
24
)(
cot 2φk + tan φk + cot 2ψk + tanψk
)
+
+
(
b
(k−1)
13 − b(k−1)24
)(
cot 2φk + tanφk − cot 2ψk − tanψk
)
.
Hence, by the assertions (vi) and (vii) of Lemma 4.2, for 1 ≤ k ≤ 5 we have
|b(k)| ≤ 10.08δ2k |b(k−1)13 + b(k−1)24 |+ (2 + 20.15214δ2k)|b(k−1)13 − b(k−1)24 |. (4.21)
On the other hand, we use (B.3) or (3.7) to obtain
b(k) = (b
(k)
11 − b(k)33 )− (b(k)22 − b(k)44 ) = 2b(k)13 cot 2φk+1 − 2b(k)24 cot 2ψk+1
= (b
(k)
13 + b
(k)
24 )(cot 2φk+1 − cot 2ψk+1) + (b(k)13 − b(k)24 )(cot 2φk+1 + cot 2ψk+1). (4.22)
Therefore, we have
|(b(k)13 + b(k)24 )(cot 2φk+1 − cot 2ψk+1)| ≤ |b(k)13 − b(k)24 | · | cot 2φk+1 + cot 2ψk+1|+ |b(k)|. (4.23)
Using Lemma 4.4(iii) we obtain
|(b(k)13 + b(k)24 )(cot 2φk+1 − cot 2ψk+1)| > |b(k)13 + b(k)24 |1.999894δk+1 , k = 2, 3.
Furthermore, using Lemma 4.2(v), (4.21) and Lemma 4.4 we can bound from the above the right
hand side of the inequality (4.23) divided by S(B). We obtain
10.08δ2k
√
2δk−1 + (2 + 20.15214δ2k + 4.49δk+12.222δk−1)2.222
k−2δk−2 · · · δ1
√
2δ1
≤ 14.256δ2kδk−1 + (2 + 20.15214δ2k + 9.977δk+1δk−1)2.222k−2δk−2 · · · δ1
√
2δ1.
These inequalities hold for 2 ≤ k ≤ 4. Hence, for k = 2, 3 we have
|b(k)13 + b(k)24 |
S(B)
1.999894δk+1
≤ (2 + 20.15214δ2k + 9.977δk+1δk−1) · 2.222k−2δk−2 · · · δ1
√
2δ1 + 14.256δ
2
kδk−1. (4.24)
By inspecting the two cases, one checks that the case k = 3 yields the contradiction with the
relation (4.2) from the beginning of this proof. This is exactly what we need to prove the
assertion (3.10) of the theorem. For k = 3 the relation (4.24) becomes
|b(3)13 + b(3)24 |
S(B)
1.999894δ4 ≤ (2 + 20.15214δ23 + 9.977δ4δ2) · 2.222
√
2δ21 + 14.256δ
2
3δ2.
Using Lemma 4.4(ii) (actually the bound from (4.20)) the above relation implies
2.828δ3δ4 < (6.285δ1 + 63.33δ1δ
2
3 + 31.351δ4δ2δ1)δ1 + 14.256δ2δ
2
3 . (4.25)
From Lemma 4.3 we have δ1 < 0.0388δ3 and δ2 < 0.0771δ4. Moreover,
δ1 < δ3(9.464δ2 + 7.874δ4) < δ3(9.464 · 0.0771δ4 + 7.874δ4) < 8.61δ3δ4. (4.26)
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Dividing the inequality (4.25) by δ3δ4 and using (4.26) and (4.18) we get the contradiction
2.828 < (6.285δ1 + 63.33δ1δ
2
3 + 31.351δ4δ2δ1)8.61 + 14.256 · 0.0771δ3
< (6.285 · 17.5ǫ + 63.33 · 17.5ǫ · 2ǫ+ 31.351 · 0.0045 · 34.7 · 17.5ǫ2)8.61
+ 14.256 · 0.0771 · 0.0045 < 0.014419.
We used the bound 0.0045 for δ3 and δ4, and 2ǫ for δ
2
3 .
4.2. The case |b14−b23| ≤
√
2δ1S(B). The proof is similar as in the case |b14+b23| ≤
√
2δ1S(B).
We follow the lines of the proof above and modify it where necessary.
The expression on the right-hand side in the relation (4.13) can easily be brought to different
form. We obtain(
b
(1)
13
)2
+
(
b
(1)
24
)2
= (b214 + b
2
23) cos
2(φ+ ψ) + 2(b14 − b23)2cφcψsφsψ.
Then the relation (4.14) becomes((
b
(k−1)
14
)2
+
(
b
(k−1)
23
)2)
cos2(φk + ψk) ≤ 1
2
(
b
(k−1)
14 − b(k−1)23
)2
+ δ2kS
2(B), k ≥ 1.
This implies
cos(φk + ψk) ≤
√
2
1− ǫδk ≤ 1.4143δk , 1 ≤ k ≤ 5.
Lemma 4.2 has to be modified and we formulate it as a new lemma.
Lemma 4.5. For the angles φk, ψk, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5, we have the following relations.
(i) One of the following two relations holds
φk =
π
4
− αk, ψk = π
4
− βk, αk + βk ≤ 2.222δk , αk ≥ 0, βk ≥ 0,
φk = −π
4
+ α′k, ψk = −
π
4
+ β′k, α
′
k + β
′
k ≤ 2.222δk , α′k ≥ 0, β′k ≥ 0.
(ii) | sin(φk − ψk)| ≤ |φk − ψk| ≤ 2.222δk.
(iii) | tan φk − tanψk| ≤ 4.444δk.
(iv) If t ∈ {| tan φk|, tanψk|}, then
0.98 < 1− 4.444δk ≤ t ≤ 1 and 2 ≤ t+ t−1 ≤ 2 + 20.153δ2k .
(v) max {| cot 2φk|, | cot 2ψk|, | cot 2φk − cot 2ψk|} ≤ 4.49δk.
(vi) | cot 2φk + tan φk − cot 2ψk − tanψk| ≤ 10.08δ2k ≤ 0.0454δk.
(vii) 2 ≤ | cot 2φk + tanφk + cot 2ψk + tanψk| ≤ 2 + 20.15214δ2k ≤ 2 + 0.0907δk.
Proof. The proofs of these assertions are very similar or identical to the proofs of the correspond-
ing assertions of Lemma 4.2. 
Instead of νk, we work with ν
−
k . The relation (4.12) and the assertion (ii) of Lemma 4.5 imply
ν−k ≤ 2.222δkν−k−1, 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. (4.27)
The statement of Lemma 4.3 does not have to be modified, but the proof needs minor changes.
We have explained those changes in B under the title “Proof of Lemma 4.3 in the case |b14−b23| ≤√
2δ1S(B)”.
Lemma 4.4 has to be modified.
Lemma 4.6. For the pivot elements of B(k) we have:
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(i) |b(k)13 + b(k)24 | ≤ ν−k−1S(B) ≤ 2.222k−1δk−1δk−2 . . . δ2δ1 ·
√
2δ1S(B), 2 ≤ k ≤ 6.
In particular,
|b(2)13 + b(2)24 |
S(B)
< 3.15δ21 ,
|b(3)13 + b(3)24 |
S(B)
< 6.99δ2δ
2
1 ,
|b(4)13 + b(4)24 |
S(B)
< 15.52δ3δ2δ
2
1 .
(ii)
(
b
(k)
13 − b(k)24
)2
= 2δ2kS
2(B)− (b(k)13 + b(k)24 )2, for k ≥ 0.
Hence,
|b(k)13 − b(k)24 | ≤
√
2δkS(B), k ≥ 0, (4.28)
and in particular
|b(3)13 − b(3)24 |
S(B)
> 1.41421δ3 ,
|b(4)13 − b(4)24 |
S(B)
> 1.41421δ4 .
(iii) | cot 2φk + cot 2ψk| ≥ 1.999894δk , 3 ≤ k ≤ 4.
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof of Lemma 4.4. We have moved it to B. 
To prove the main assertion (4.1) we use the same b(k) as earlier. The assertions (vi) and (vii)
of Lemma 4.5 yield
|b(k)| ≤ 10.08 δ2k |b(k−1)13 − b(k−1)24 |+ (2 + 20.15214δ2k)|b(k−1)13 + b(k−1)24 |. (4.29)
Using (4.22) we obtain∣∣∣b(k)13 − b(k)24 ∣∣∣ |cot 2φk+1 + cot 2ψk+1| ≤ |b(k)13 + b(k)24 | · | cot 2φk+1 − cot 2ψk+1|+ |b(k)|.
Using Lemma 4.6(iii), the left-hand side can be bounded from below by 1.999894·δk+1
∣∣∣b(k)13 − b(k)24 ∣∣∣
and for the case k = 3 one can use Lemma 4.6(ii) to further reduce it to 2.828δ3δ4S(B).
Using (4.29), (4.28), Lemma 4.5(v), and Lemma 4.6(i), the right-hand side divided by S(B)
can be bounded from above by
10.08δ2k
√
2δk−1 + (2 + 20.15214δ2k + 4.49δk+12.222δk−1)2.222
k−2δk−2 · · · δ1
√
2δ1
≤ 14.256δ2kδk−1 + (2 + 20.15214δ2k + 9.977δk+1δk−1)2.222k−2δk−2 · · · δ1
√
2δ1.
For k = 3, after dividing by S(B), one obtains
2.828δ3δ4 < (6.285δ1 + 63.33δ1δ
2
3 + 31.351δ4δ2δ1)δ1 + 14.256δ2δ
2
3 .
which is the same inequality as (4.25). The rest of the proof is the same as earlier. 
At this point we would like to make a few comments.
• Theorem 3.4 obviously holds with somewhat larger ǫ, e.g. one can try to complete the
proof with ǫ = 10−4. On the other hand, a small ǫ from the proof exposes the possibility
of the very small reduction of S(A) within one cycle. This happens when an underlaying
matrix has a special structure. The next section deals with this issue.
• Although 1 − 10−5 is a small decrease of the off-norm within two cycles, the result does
not mean that the convergence of the method should be slow. The proof is concentrated
on the worst case scenario. Typically, the slower the method is within one cycle, the
faster it is in the next cycle. Example 5.1 indicates that behavior.
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• In this convergence proof we have explicitly used the diagonal elements of A, which is
unusual when the reduction of S(A) is considered. Usually, only the off-diagonal elements
and the bounds on rotation angles are used (e.g. [12, 17, 19, 10]). In that case the proof
is valid for a more general iterative process used in the global convergence analysis of
Jacobi-type processes which use nonorthogonal transformation matrices [11, 1].
5. The slow off-norm reduction within one cycle
As it can be seen from the above theory, the decrease of the off-norm after one cycle of the
Jacobi method under the strategy I1 can be small. Here we give an example from [1], where the
relative decrease of the off-norm after one cycle is less then 10−50.
Example 5.1. Let
H = H(0) =


1 + p1 + p2 0 ǫ+ p1 −1 + p1
0 1 + p2 1 −ǫ
ǫ+ p1 1 1 + p1 0
−1 + p1 ǫ 0 1

 ,
with ǫ = 10−52, p1 = ǫ, p2 = ǫ
√
ǫ.
We have used MATLAB Symbolic Math Toolbox, in particular the Variable-precision arithmetic
with 2l digits, to compute the matrix iterates under the cyclic Jacobi method defined by the strategy
I1. We display the off-norm of each iterate to l significant digits. For l = 50 we obtain
S(H) = 1.41421356237309504880168872420969807856967187537694.
As we can see from the table below, during the first cycle the off-norm of H does not change in
the first 50 decimal places. But later it drops rapidly, especially in the 8th step.
k (i(k), j(k)) S(H(k))
1 (1, 3) 1.41421356237309504880168872420969807856967187537694
2 (2, 4) 1.41421356237309504880168872420969807856967187537694
3 (1, 4) 1.41421356237309504880168872420969807856967187537694
4 (2, 3) 1.41421356237309504880168872420969807856967187537694
5 (1, 2) 1.41421356237309504880168872420969807856967187537694
6 (3, 4) 1.41421356237309504880168872420969807856967187537694
7 (1, 3) 0.99999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
8 (2, 4) 0.17677669529663688110021108266947024663734760219051e−26
In general, one can always find a matrix A(ǫ) such that the decrease of the off-norm after one
cycle of the Jacobi method under the strategy I1 is arbitrary small and depends only on ǫ.
Proposition 5.2. Let 0 < ǫ ≤ 10−5,
H(ǫ) =


ǫ+ ǫ1.5 0 2ǫ −1 + ǫ
0 ǫ1.5 1 −ǫ
2ǫ 1 ǫ 0
−1 + ǫ −ǫ 0 0

 ,
and let the cyclic Jacobi method defined by the strategy I1 be applied to H(ǫ), thus generating the
matrices H(0) = H(ǫ),H(1), . . . . After completing one full sweep we have
S2(H(6)) > (1− 17ǫ)S2(H(0)).
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Proof. The proof is lengthy and technical, so it has been moved to C. 
We end the paper with the following important theorem.
Theorem 5.3. For every 0 < ǫ < 1 and n ≥ 4, there exists a symmetric matrix A(ǫ) of order n,
depending on ǫ and a cyclic strategy I, such that
S(A(N)) > (1− ǫ)S(A(0)), N = n(n− 1)
2
. (5.1)
Here A(0) = A(ǫ) and A(N) is obtained from A(0) by applying a full cycle of the Jacobi method
under the strategy I.
Proof. Let n = 4, 0 < ǫ < 10−5, ǫ′ = (2ǫ − ǫ2)/17 and A(ǫ) = H(ǫ′), where H(ǫ′) is from
Proposition 5.2. Let I = I1 = IO1 . Proposition 5.2 yields to A
(0) = A(ǫ),
S2(A(6)) > (1− 17ǫ′)S2(A(0)).
Since √
1− 17ǫ′ =
√
1− 2ǫ+ ǫ2 = 1− ǫ,
the proof is completed in this case.
If 10−5 ≤ ǫ < 1, then 1 − 10−5 ≥ 1− ǫ > 0. Hence, we can choose A(ǫ) = H(2·10−5−10−1017 ) to
obtain S(A(6)) > (1− 10−5)S(A) ≥ (1− ǫ)S(A).
Let n > 4 and let
A(0) =
[
A
[0]
11 0
0 A
[0]
22
]
be a symmetric matrix of order n with the following properties.
(i) A
[0]
11 is of order 4 such that S(A
(6)
11 ) > (1−ǫ)S(A[0]11 ) holds when one full cycle of the Jacobi
method under the strategy I1 is applied to A
[0]
11 . This follows from (5.1) because we have
proved the theorem for n = 4.
(ii) The block A
[0]
22 is diagonal.
The pivot strategy I is defined by I = IO, O = [O1,O22,O12], where O22 is any ordering of the
set S22 = {(5, 6), . . . , (5, n), . . . , (n − 2, n − 1), (n − 2, n), (n − 1, n)} and O12 is any ordering of
the set S12 = {(1, 5), . . . , (1, n), . . . , (4, 5), . . . , (4, n)}.
Obviously, the whole sweep on A(ǫ) reduces to the sweep on A
[0]
11 under the strategy IO1 since
all other Jacobi angles are zero. 
Let us show that the blocks A
[0]
12 and A
[0]
22 of the matrix A
(0) = A(ǫ) can be chosen such that
all their entries are nonzero. Indeed, we can make other sets of the assumptions on A(ǫ). One
such set of the assumptions is the following.
(i) A
[0]
11 is of order 4 and such that
S(A
(6)
11 ) > (1−
ǫ
2
)S(A
[0]
11) (5.2)
holds when a full cycle of the Jacobi method under the strategy I1 is applied to A
[0]
11 .
The existence of such an A
[0]
11 follows from (5.1) because we have proved the theorem for
n = 4.
(ii) We have ‖A[0]12‖F ≤ ǫνS(A[0]11), where ν satisfies nǫν−2 < 1.
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(iii) We have S(A
[0]
22) ≤ ǫ2S(A[0]11) and
diag (A
[0]
22) = diag (δ1, δ2, . . . , δn−4),
where
δi ∈
{
t | t < −‖A[0]11‖2 − 1} ∪ {t | t > ‖A[0]11‖2 + 1
}
. (5.3)
The pivot strategy I is defined as in the proof of Theorem 5.3.
To keep the paper shorter we do not give a rigorous proof, but we make few essential remarks.
After completing the sweep on A
[6]
22 the inequality (5.2) still holds, only the superscript (6)
on the left-hand side has to be replaced by (M), M = 6 + (n − 4)(n − 5)/2. We also have
S(A
(M)
22 ) ≤ ǫ2S(A[0]11) and ‖A(M)12 ‖F = ‖A[0]12‖F ≤ ǫνS(A[0]11). Due to the condition (5.3) all later
angles will be bounded by some multiples of ǫν . The sum of squares of the last N −M pivot
elements will be bounded by some multiple of nǫ2νS2(A
[0]
11) < ǫ
4S2(A
[0]
11), which will eventually
yield the required result.
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Appendix A. Proofs related to Section 3
A.1. Proof of Proposition 3.1. We prove the proposition for P = P12. The proof for the
case P = P34 is similar. Since the both Jacobi processes are cyclic, it is sufficient to prove the
proposition for r = 1, 2, 3. Let
A(6) = UTAU A(6) = UTA(0)U = UTP TAPU,
where
U = R(1, 4, θ(0))R(2, 3, θ(1))R(1, 3, θ(2))R(2, 4, θ(3))R(1, 2, θ(4))R(3, 4, θ(5)),
U = R(1, 3, φ(0))R(2, 4, φ(1))R(1, 4, φ(2))R(2, 3, φ(3))R(1, 2, φ(4))(3, 4, φ(5)).
Note that P = P T . Let us inspect the product PU = P TU. We have
PU = P TR(1, 3, φ(0))P · P TR(2, 4, φ(1))P · P TR(1, 4, φ(2))P · P TR(2, 3, φ(3))P
· P TR(1, 2, φ(4))P · P TR(3, 4, φ(5))P · P T
= R(2, 3, φ(0))R(1, 4, φ(1))R(2, 4, φ(2))R(1, 3, φ(3))R(1, 2,−φ(4))R(3, 4, φ(5))P T
= R(1, 4, φ(1))R(2, 3, φ(0))R(1, 3, φ(3))R(2, 4, φ(2))R(1, 2,−φ(4))R(3, 4, φ(5))P,
It remains to show that θ(0) = φ(1), θ(1) = φ(0), θ(2) = φ(3), θ(3) = φ(2), θ(4) = −φ(4), θ(5) = φ(5).
Since
A(0) =


a11 a12 a13 a14
a12 a22 a23 a24
a13 a23 a33 a34
a14 a24 a34 a44

 , A(0) =


a22 a12 a23 a24
a12 a11 a13 a14
a23 a13 a33 a34
a24 a14 a34 a44

 , (A.1)
it immediately follows from (1.1) that θ(0) = φ(1), θ(1) = φ(0). Thus, after completing the first
two steps in each of the two processes, we have
A
(2) = P TRT23(θ
(1))RT14(θ
(0))AR14(θ
(0))R23(θ
(1))P = P TA(2)P.
This shows that the relation (A.1) holds if A(0) and A(0) are replaced by A(2) and A(2) = P TA(2)P ,
respectively. Checking the angle formula (1.1) we find that θ(2) = φ(3), θ(3) = φ(2) and therefore
A
(4) = P TA(4)P . The last check is the easiest one since the denominators in (1.1) for the angles
θ(4) and θ(5) are opposite to those for the angles φ(4) and φ(5). 
A.2. Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let us denote B(k) = T k(A), k ≥ 0. An easy calculation
shows that
Q = [e1 e3 e4 -e2], Q
2 = [e1 e4 -e2 -e3], Q
3 = [e1 -e2 -e3 -e4], (A.2)
Q4 = [e1 -e3 -e4 e2], Q
5 = [e1 -e4 e2 e3], Q
6 = [e1 e2 e3 e4]. (A.3)
Hence B(6) = T 6(A) = (QT )6A(12)Q6 = A(12) and it is sufficient to show that the relation (3.8)
holds for 0 ≤ k ≤ 6. We shall show
B(k) = (Qk)TA(2k)Qk, 0 ≤ k ≤ 6.
Consider two processes, the first one is defined by the relation B(k) = T k(A), k ≥ 0, and the
second one is the Jacobi method under the strategy I1. These two processes generate the matrices
B(k) = (b
(k)
rs ), k ≥ 0, and A(l) = (a(l)rs ), l ≥ 0, respectively. The rotation angles at the step k of
the first process will be denoted by φk and ψk, k ≥ 1. The rotation angle at the step l of the
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Jacobi method will be denoted by ϕ(l), l ≥ 0. Thus, φk and ψk are used to compute B(k), while
ϕ(l−1) is used to compute A(l).
For k = 0 the assertion (3.8) takes the form B(0) = A(0) which is correct since B(0) = A and
A(0) = A.
Let k = 1. Then
B(1) = T (A) = QTR(2, 4, ψ1)TR(1, 3, φ1)TAR(1, 3, φ1)R(2, 4, ψ1)Q.
By Definition 3.2 angles φ1 and ψ1 are the Jacobi angles which annihilate the elements of A
at positions (1, 3) and (2, 4). Therefore, we have φ1 = ϕ
(0) and ψ1 = ϕ
(1), and consequently
A(2) = R(2, 4, ψ1)
TR(1, 3, φ1)
TAR(1, 3, φ1)R(2, 4, ψ1). Thus, B
(1) = QTA(2)Q, which had to be
proved.
Let k = 2. We use the fact that the assertion (3.8) holds for k = 1. Using the relations (A.2)
and (3.5) one obtains
B(2) = T (B(1)) = T (QTA(2)Q) = (R(1, 3, φ2)R(2, 4, ψ2)Q)TQTA(2)QR(1, 3, φ2)R(2, 4, ψ2)Q
= QTR(2, 4, ψ2)
TR(1, 3, φ2)
T


a
(2)
11 0 a
(2)
14 −a
(2)
12
0 a
(2)
33 a
(2)
34 −a
(2)
23
a
(2)
14 a
(2)
34 a
(2)
44 0
−a(2)12 −a
(2)
23 0 a
(2)
22

R(1, 3, φ2)R(2, 4, ψ2)Q.
For the rotation angles which annihilate the elements at positions (1, 3) and (2, 4) we have
tan 2φ2 =
2a
(2)
14
a
(2)
11 − a(2)44
, tan 2ψ2 =
−2a(2)23
a
(2)
33 − a(2)22
=
2a
(2)
23
a
(2)
22 − a(2)33
,
hence,
ϕ(2) = φ2, ϕ
(3) = ψ2. (A.4)
The relation B(2) = (Q2)TA(4)Q2 will hold provided that
QR(1, 3, φ2)R(2, 4, ψ2)Q = R(1, 4, ϕ
(2))R(2, 3, ϕ(3))Q2, (A.5)
and the relation (A.5) will hold provided that
R(1, 4, ϕ(2)) = QR(1, 3, φ2)Q
T , (A.6)
R(2, 3, ϕ(3)) = QR(2, 4, ψ2)Q
T . (A.7)
It is easy to see that the relations (A.6) and (A.7) follow from the relations (3.5) and (A.4).
The proof for k = 3, 4, 5, 6 proceeds in the same manner as for k = 2, but with different
indices. 
A.3. Proof of Lemma 3.5. We shall use the notation from the proof of Proposition 3.3.
(i) If a14 = 0 and a23 = 0, then S
2(A) = a213 + a
2
24 and
S2(A(2)) = S2(A)− (a213 + a224) = 0.
(ii) Since the first two pivot elements a13 and a24 are zero, the corresponding rotation angles
ϕ(0) and ϕ(1) are zero as well, and A(2) = A. The next two pivot elements a14 and a23 are
the only possibly nonzero off-diagonal elements. Hence, S2(A(4)) = S2(A)−a214+a223 = 0.
(iii) Since a13 = 0, we have φ1 = 0. The relations (3.6) imply
(b
(1)
13 )
2 + (b
(1)
24 )
2 = (a214 + a
2
23) cos
2 ψ1 ≥ 1
2
(a214 + a
2
23).
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We used the assumption ψ1 ∈ [−pi4 , pi4 ]. Using the relation (3.9), we have
S2(A(4)) = S2(B(2)) = S2(B(1))− ((b(1)13 )2 + (b(1)24 )2) ≤ (S2(A)− a224)− 12(a214 + a223)
≤ S2(A)− 1
2
(a224 + a
2
14 + a
2
23) = S
2(A) − 1
2
S2(A) =
1
2
S2(A).
(iv) The proof is same as (iii), only a13 and ψ1 are used instead of a24 and φ1.
(v) Let a14 = 0. From the relations (3.6) we get
(b
(1)
13 )
2 + (b
(1)
24 )
2 = a223(cos
2 φ1 cos
2 ψ1 + sin
2 φ1 sin
2 ψ1) ≥ 1
2
a223.
We bounded the expression cos2 φ1 cos
2 ψ1 + sin
2 φ1 sin
2 ψ1 using the function f(x, y) =
1− (x2 + y2) + 2x2y2 for x = sinφ1, y = sinψ1 on [−
√
2
2 ,
√
2
2 ]× [−
√
2
2 ,
√
2
2 ]. The minimum
of that function equals 12 . Hence,
S2(A(4)) = S2(B(2)) = S2(B(1))− ((b(1)13 )2 + (b(1)24 )2) ≤ (S2(A)− a213 − a224)− 12a223
≤ S2(A)− 1
2
(a213 + a
2
24 + a
2
23) = S
2(A)− 1
2
S2(A) =
1
2
S2(A).
(vi) The proof is same as (v), only a14 is used instead of a23. 
Appendix B. Proofs related to Section 4
B.1. Proof of Lemma 4.2. First, note that the following two inequalities hold:
|x| ≥ π
2
(1− cos(x)), x ∈
[
−π
2
,
π
2
]
, (B.1)
|tan(x1)− tan(x2)| ≤ 2|x1 − x2|, x1, x2 ∈
[
−π
4
,
π
4
]
. (B.2)
(i) Relations (4.15) and (B.1) imply
|φk − ψk| ≥ (1− 1.4143δk)π
2
≥ π
2
− 2.222δk , 1 ≤ k ≤ 5.
The assertion follows from the fact that the rotation angles are from the interval [−π
4
,
π
4
].
(ii) The assertion follows from (i).
(iii) Using the relations (B.2) and (B.1) we have
| tan φk + tanψk| = | tan |φk| − tan |ψk|| ≤ 2max
{|αk − βk|, |α′k − β′k|} ≤ 4.444δk .
(iv) From the relations (B.2) and (B.1) we have either
| tan φk − 1| ≤ 2
∣∣∣φk − π
4
∣∣∣ ≤ 4.444δk , | tanψk + 1| ≤ 2 ∣∣∣ψk + π
4
∣∣∣ ≤ 4.444δk ,
or
| tan φk + 1| ≤ 2
∣∣∣φk + π
4
∣∣∣ ≤ 4.444δk , | tanψk − 1| ≤ 2 ∣∣∣ψk − π
4
∣∣∣ ≤ 4.444δk .
Hence, using (4.6) one obtains the lower bound for the tangents. The upper bound is
obvious since the angles lie in the segment [−π/4, π/4]. For the latter assertion note that
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x+ x−1 ≥ 2 holds for any real x 6= 0 and equality is attained only for x = 1. Recall that
we can write t = 1− γ, 0 ≤ γ ≤ 4.444δk . Hence,
t+
1
t
= 1− γ + 1
1− γ = 1− γ + 1 + γ +
γ2
1− γ
≤ 2 + 4.444
2
1− 4.444 · 0.0045 δ
2
k ≤ 2 + 20.15214δ2k .
(v) Specifying t = min{| tan φk|, | tanψk|} we have
max {| cot 2φk|, | cot 2ψk|} = 1− t
2
2t
=
1
2
∣∣∣∣1t − t
∣∣∣∣ = γ + 12 γ
2
1− γ
≤
(
1 +
1
2
4.444 · 0.0045
1− 4.444 · 0.0045
)
4.444δk ≤ 4.48935δk .
Since cot 2φk and cot 2ψk have the opposite sign, the absolute value of their sum cannot
be larger than the larger term.
(vi) Let ηk = cot 2φk+tan φk+cot 2ψk+tanψk. Using the notation and ideas from the proof
of (iv), we have
ηk =
1
2
(
tφk +
1
tφk
+ tψk +
1
tψk
)
=
1
2
σk
( γ2φk
1− γφk
− γ
2
ψk
1− γψk
)
.
This implies
|ηk| ≤ 1
2
max
{ γ2φk
1− γφk
γ2ψk
1− γψk
} ≤ 10.07607δ2k ≤ 0.045343δk .
(vii) The proof is similar to the proof of (vii). If
|µk| = 1
2
∣∣∣∣∣2 + γ
2
φk
1− γφk
+ 2 +
γ2ψk
1− γψk
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2 + 20.15214δ2k ≤ 2 + 0.0907δk .

B.2. Proof of Lemma 4.3. In terms of the elements of matrices B(k) and B(k−1) for k ≥ 1 the
angle formulas (3.7) take the form
b
(k−1)
11 − b(k−1)33
2b
(k−1)
13
= cot
(
2φk
)
,
b
(k−1)
22 − b(k−1)44
2b
(k−1)
24
= cot
(
2ψk
)
. (B.3)
The relation (4.17) and Lemma 4.1(a) imply
νk ≤ 2.222kδk · · · δ1ν ≤ 2.222kδk · · · δ2δ1 ·
√
2δ1S(B), 1 ≤ k ≤ 5. (B.4)
From the relations (3.6) for k ≥ 1 we have
b
(k)
11 − b(k)22 = b(k−1)11 − b(k−1)33 + 2b(k−1)13 tan φk,
b
(k)
44 − b(k)33 = b(k−1)22 − b(k−1)44 + 2b(k−1)24 tanψk.
Combining that with the angle formulas (B.3) one obtains
2b
(k−1)
13 (tan φk + cot(2φk)) = b
(k)
11 − b(k)22 , (B.5)
2b
(k−1)
24 (tanψk + cot(2ψk)) = b
(k)
44 − b(k)33 . (B.6)
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Recall that for any ζ ∈ [−pi4 , pi4 ]\{0} we have | tan ζ+cot 2ζ| =
1
2
∣∣∣∣tan ζ + 1tan ζ
∣∣∣∣ ≥ 1. This implies
min
{| tan φk + cot(2φk)|, | tanψk + cot(2ψk)|} ≥ 1, k ≥ 1. (B.7)
The relations (B.5), (B.6) and (B.7) imply
2|b(k−1)13 | ≤ |b(k)11 − b(k)22 | ≤ |b(k)11 − b(k)44 |+ |b(k)22 − b(k)44 |, (B.8)
2|b(k−1)24 | ≤ |b(k)44 − b(k)33 | ≤ |b(k)44 − b(k)11 |+ |b(k)11 − b(k)33 |. (B.9)
After squaring and summing the inequalities (B.8) and (B.9), using (4.4) and the inequality
(x+ y)2 ≤ 1.5x2 + 3y2 which holds for any real x and y, for k ≥ 1 we get
4δ2k−1S
2(B) ≤ 3
(
|b(k)11 − b(k)44 |2 + |b(k)22 − b(k)44 |2 + |b(k)11 − b(k)33 |2
)
. (B.10)
Bounding the term |b(k)22 − b(k)44 |2 + |b(k)11 − b(k)33 |2 is simple. Using (B.3), (4.4) and Lemma 4.2(v)
we obtain
|b(k)22 − b(k)44 |2 + |b(k)11 − b(k)33 |2 = 2|b(k)24 |2| cot 2ψk+1|2 + 2|b(k)13 |2| cot 2φk+1|2
≤ 2 · 4.492δ2kδ2k+1S2(B). (B.11)
The relations (B.10) and (B.11) imply
δ2k−1 ≤
3
2
· 4.492δ2kδ2k+1 +
3
4
|b(k)11 − b(k)44 |2
S2(B)
, k ≥ 1. (B.12)
Bounding |b(k)11 − b(k)44 |2 is more demanding. From the relations (3.6) for k ≥ 1 we have
b
(k+1)
11 − b(k+1)33 = b(k)11 − b(k)44 + b(k)13 tanφk+1 + b(k)24 tanψk+1
= b
(k)
11 − b(k)44 + (b(k)13 − b(k)24 ) tan φk+1 + b(k)24 (tan φk+1 + tanψk+1). (B.13)
From the relations (3.6) we also get
b
(k)
13 − b(k)24 = (b(k−1)14 + b(k−1)23 ) cos(φk + ψk), k ≥ 1. (B.14)
Using (B.13), (B.14), (B.3), Lemma 4.2(iii), (4.4), Lemma 4.2(v), (4.16), (4.17) and (B.4) for
1 ≤ k ≤ 3 one obtains
|b(k)11 − b(k)44 | ≤ |b(k+1)11 − b(k+1)33 |+ |b(k)13 − b(k)24 | · 1 + |b(k)24 | · | tan φk+1 + tanψk+1|
≤ 2|b(k+1)13 | · | cot 2φk+2|+ |b(k−1)14 + b(k−1)23 | · 1 + |b(k)24 |4.444δk+1
≤ 2δk+1S(B) · 4.49δk+2 + νk−1S(B) + δkS(B)4.444δk+1
≤
(
4.444δkδk+1 + 8.98δk+1δk+2 + 2.222
k−1δk−1 · · · δ1 ·
√
2δ1
)
S(B). (B.15)
Here, for k = 1 the term 2.222k−1δk−1 · · · δ1 is replaced by one. Next, we use the inequality√
a2 + b2 ≤ |a|+ |b| and combine (B.12) and (B.15). After canceling by S(B) we have
δk−1 ≤
√
3
[
4.49√
2
δkδk+1 +
1
2
(
4.444δkδk+1 + 8.98δk+1δk+2 + 2.222
k−1δk−1 · · · δ1
√
2δ1
)]
≤ 9.348δkδk+1 + 7.777δk+1δk+2 + 2.222k−1δk−1 · · · δ1 ·
√
1.5δ1.
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Specifically, for k = 1, 2, 3, one obtains
δ0 ≤ 1.225δ1 + 9.348δ1δ2 + 7.777δ2δ3,
δ1 ≤ 2.7214δ21 + 9.348δ2δ3 + 7.777δ3δ4,
δ2 ≤ 6.047δ2δ21 + 9.348δ3δ4 + 7.777δ4δ5.
Since
(1− 2.7214 · δ1)−1 < (1− 2.7214 · 0.0045)−1 < 1.0124,
(1− 6.047 · δ21)−1 < (1− 6.047 · 2 · 10−5)−1 < 1.000121,
it follows
δ1 < δ3(9.464δ2 + 7.874δ4), δ2 < δ4(9.35δ3 + 7.778δ5).
We used the fact that δk > 0 for 0 ≤ k ≤ 4. Combining the bounds for δ0 and δ1 in order to
eliminate the term 1.225δ1 we obtain
δ0 < 9.348δ1δ2 + 19.371δ2δ3 + 9.646δ3δ4.
To bound δ2 by δ4 we just insert the upper bound 0.0045 for δ3 and δ4 into the expression within
the parentheses. In a similar way (as (9.35 + 7.778) · 2 · 10−5) the bound for δ2 can be obtained.
To bound δ1 by δ3 we use the bounds 0.000347 and 0.0045 for δ2 and δ4. Finally, the upper
bounds for δ1 and δ0 are obtained (in this order) by inserting the best available bounds into the
appropriate expressions. 
B.3. Proof of Lemma 4.4.
(i) The assertion follows from (B.14), (4.16) and (4.17) or (B.4).
(ii) We use the parallelogram law, (u + v)2 + (u − v)2 = 2(u2 + v2) for u, v real, and the
definition of δk from (4.4). For k = 3, 4 the inequalities (4.20) follow from (4.19) and
Lemma 4.3. We have
|b(3)13 + b(3)24 |
S(B)
>
√
2δ23 − 6.98242δ22δ41 >
√
2− 6.98242δ22δ21 · 0.03882δ3
>
√
2− 0.0734 · 34.72 · 17.52 · 10−20δ3 ≥ 1.41421δ3 ,
|b(4)13 + b(4)24 |
S(B)
>
√
2δ24 − 15.522δ23δ22δ41 >
√
2− 15.522 · 0.07712δ23δ41δ4
>
√
2− 1.432 · 0.00452 · 17.54 · 10−20δ4 > 1.41421δ4 .
(iii) We use the first case in Lemma 4.2(i)
| cot 2φk − cot 2ψk| = | sin 2(φk − ψk)|| sin 2φk sin 2ψk| ≥ | sin 2(φk − ψk)|
= 2| cos(αk + βk)| cos(φk − ψk) >
(
2− 4.937284δ2k
)
cos(φk − ψk)
> 1.9999 cos(φk − ψk), 1 ≤ k ≤ 5, (B.16)
with δ2k < 2ǫ = 2 · 10−5. The proof of (B.16) is the same if we use α′k, β′k instead of αk,
βk, respectively. From the relations (3.6) it follows that
b
(k)
13 + b
(k)
24 = (b
(k−1)
14 − b(k−1)23 ) cos(φk − ψk), k ≥ 1. (B.17)
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Hence, for 3 ≤ k ≤ 4 we can use the assertion (ii) to obtain
cos(φk − ψk) = |b
(k)
13 + b
(k)
24 |
|b(k−1)14 − b(k−1)23 |
≥ 1.41421δkS(B)√
2
√
(b
(k−1)
14 )
2 + (b
(k−1)
23 )
2
>
1.41421δkS(B)√
2S(B)
> 0.999997δk .
Combining that with (B.16) one obtains | cot 2φk − cot 2ψk| > 1.999894δk , 3 ≤ k ≤ 4. 
B.4. Proof of Lemma 4.3 in the case |b14 − b23| ≤
√
2δ1S(B). The relations (B.3)–(B.12)
remain the same except for the relation (B.4) in which νk and ν are replaced by ν
−
k and ν
− = ν−0 ,
respectively. For k ≥ 1 the relation (B.13) can be written as
b
(k+1)
11 − b(k+1)33 = b(k)11 − b(k)44 + (b(k)13 + b(k)24 ) tan φk+1 + b(k)24 (tanψk+1 − tanφk+1), (B.18)
and instead of (B.14) we use (B.17). The relation (B.15) takes the form
|b(k)11 − b(k)44 | ≤ |b(k+1)11 − b(k+1)33 |+ |b(k)13 + b(k)24 | · 1 + |b(k)24 | · | tanψk+1 − tanφk+1|
≤ 2|b(k+1)13 | · | cot 2φk+2|+ |b(k−1)14 − b(k−1)23 | · 1 + |b(k)24 |4.444δk+1
≤ 2δk+1S(B) · 4.49δk+2 + ν−k−1S(B) + δkS(B)4.444δk+1
≤
(
4.444δkδk+1 + 8.98δk+1δk+2 + 2.222
k−1δk−1 · · · δ1 ·
√
2δ1
)
S(B),
for 1 ≤ k ≤ 3. Here we used the relations (B.18), (B.17), (4.27) and the assertions (iii) and (v)
of Lemma 4.5. The rest of the proof follows the remaining lines in the proof of Lemma 4.3. 
B.5. Proof of Lemma 4.6. The proof of the first two assertions is quite similar to the proof
of the appropriate assertions of Lemma 4.4. To prove the third assertion instead of the relation
(B.16) we now have
| cot 2φk + cot 2ψk| = | sin 2(φk + ψk)|| sin 2φk sin 2ψk| ≥ | sin 2(φk + ψk)|
= 2| cos(αk + βk)| cos(φk + ψk) >
(
2− 4.937284δ2k
)
cos(φk + ψk)
> 1.9999 cos(φk + ψk), 1 ≤ k ≤ 5, (B.19)
where we used δ2k < 2ǫ = 2 · 10−5. The proof of (B.16) is the same if we use α′k, β′k instead of αk,
βk, respectively. Using (B.14) and the assertion (ii) for 3 ≤ k ≤ 4 we obtain
cos(φk + ψk) =
|b(k)13 − b(k)24 |
|b(k−1)14 + b(k−1)23 |
≥ 1.41421δkS(B)√
2
√
(b
(k−1)
14 )
2 + (b
(k−1)
23 )
2
>
1.41421δkS(B)√
2S(B)
> 0.999997δk .
Combining that with (B.19) we get | cot 2φk + cot 2ψk| > 1.999894δk , 3 ≤ k ≤ 4. 
Appendix C. Proofs related to Section 5
C.1. Proof of Proposition 5.2. We use the operator T from Definition 3.2. Let B = B0 = H(ǫ)
and B(k) = T k(H) for k ≥ 1.
For k = 1 we compute B(1) from B. The elements b13 and b24 are annihilated and the off-norm
reduction equals
S2(B)− S2(B(1)) = (2ǫ)2 + ǫ2 = 5ǫ2. (C.1)
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For the rotation angels φ1 and ψ1 we have
tan(2φ1) =
4ǫ
ǫ1.5
=
4√
ǫ
, 0 < φ1 <
π
4
,
tan(2ψ1) = − 2ǫ
ǫ1.5
= − 2√
ǫ
, −π
4
< ψ1 < 0.
Using the notation from Lemma 4.2 we have
φ1 =
π
4
− α1, ψ1 = −π
4
+ β1, α1 > 0, β1 > 0. (C.2)
Hence
tan(2α1) =
1
cot(2α1)
=
1
tan(pi2 − 2α1)
=
1
tan(2φ1)
=
√
ǫ
4
, (C.3)
tan(2β1) =
1
cot(2β1)
=
1
tan(pi2 − 2β1)
=
1
− tan(2ψ1) =
√
ǫ
2
, (C.4)
and
α1 =
1
2
arctan(
√
ǫ
4
), β1 =
1
2
arctan(
√
ǫ
2
). (C.5)
Since arctan(x) = x− x
3
3
+
x5
5
− x
7
7
+ · · · , for 0 < x ≤ 1 we have
x− x
3
3
< arctan(x) < x− x
3
3
+
x5
5
< x.
The relation (C.5) implies
0 <
√
ǫ
8
− ǫ
√
ǫ
384
< α1 <
√
ǫ
8
− ǫ
√
ǫ
384
+
ǫ2
√
ǫ
10240
<
√
ǫ
8
,
0 <
√
ǫ
4
− ǫ
√
ǫ
48
< β1 <
√
ǫ
4
− ǫ
√
ǫ
48
+
ǫ2
√
ǫ
320
<
√
ǫ
4
,
and consequently
3
8
√
ǫ
(
1− ǫ
16
)
< α1 + β1 <
3
8
√
ǫ− 3
128
ǫ
√
ǫ
(
1− 11
80
ǫ
)
ǫ
√
ǫ <
3
8
√
ǫ. (C.6)
Since φ1−ψ1 = π
2
− (α1+β1), we have cos(φ1−ψ1) = sin(α1+β1). Therefore, using the relation
(C.6) we obtain
sin(α1 + β1) < α1 + β1 <
3
8
√
ǫ,
sin(α1 + β1) > (α1 + β1)
(
1− (α1 + β1)
2
6
)
>
3
8
√
ǫ
(
1− ǫ
16
)(
1− 9ǫ
6 · 64
)
>
3
8
√
ǫ− 33
1024
ǫ
√
ǫ.
Thus,
3
8
√
ǫ
(
1− 11
128
ǫ
)
< cos(φ1 − ψ1) < 3
8
√
ǫ. (C.7)
Note that
S2(B(1))− S2(B(2)) = (b(1)13 )2 + (b(1)24 )2, (C.8)
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hence we have to bound (b
(1)
13 )
2 + (b
(1)
24 )
2. From the relations (3.6) it follows that
b
(1)
13 = (ǫ− 1) cos φ1 cosψ1 − sinφ1 sinψ1 = ǫ cosφ1 cosψ1 − cos(φ1 − ψ1), (C.9)
b
(1)
24 = (ǫ− 1) sin φ1 sinψ1 − cosφ1 cosψ1 = ǫ sinφ1 sinψ1 − cos(φ1 − ψ1). (C.10)
Inserting (C.9) and (C.10) into (C.8) and using (C.7) we obtain
(b
(1)
13 )
2 + (b
(1)
24 )
2 = (ǫ cos φ1 cosψ1 − cos(φ1 − ψ1))2 + (ǫ sinφ1 sinψ1 − cos(φ1 − ψ1))2
= 2cos2(φ1 − ψ1)− 2ǫ cos(φ1 − ψ1)(cos φ1 cosψ1 + sinφ1 sinψ1)
+ ǫ2(cos2 φ1 cos
2 ψ1 + sin
2 φ1 sin
2 ψ1) ≤ 2 cos2(φ1 − ψ1)(1− ǫ) + ǫ2
≤ 9
31
(1 +
22
9
ǫ)ǫ < 0.29033ǫ <
3
10
ǫ. (C.11)
Let k = 2. We have
tan(2φ2) =
2b
(1)
13
b
(1)
11 − b(1)33
, tan(2ψ2) =
2b
(1)
24
b
(1)
22 − b(1)44
. (C.12)
From the relations (C.9), (C.10) and (C.7) we conclude that the pivot elements b
(1)
13 and b
(1)
24 are
negative. Using the relations (C.2) and (C.7) we bound their moduli from below
|b(1)13 | = −b(1)13 = cos(φ1 − ψ1)− ǫ cosφ1 cosψ1
>
3
8
√
ǫ
(
1− 11
128
ǫ
)
− ǫ
2
(cos(α1) + sin(α1))(cos(β1) + sin(β1))
>
3
8
√
ǫ− 33
1024
ǫ
√
ǫ− ǫ
2
(1 +
√
ǫ
8
)(1 +
√
ǫ
4
) >
3
8
√
ǫ− 0.5007ǫ,
|b(1)24 | = −b(1)24 = cos(φ1 − ψ1)− ǫ sinφ1 sinψ1
≥ 3
8
√
ǫ− 33
1024
ǫ
√
ǫ+
ǫ
2
(cos(α1)− sin(α1))(cos(β1)− sin(β1)) > 3
8
√
ǫ.
Moreover, using (3.6) or (B.13) and (C.3), (C.4) we obtain
b
(1)
11 − b(1)33 = b11 − b44 + b13 tanφ1 + b24 tanψ1 = ǫ+ ǫ1.5 + 2ǫ tan φ1 − ǫ tanψ1
= ǫ+ ǫ
√
ǫ+ 2ǫ tan(
π
4
− α1) + ǫ tan(π
4
− β1) = ǫ+ ǫ
√
ǫ+ 2ǫ
1− tan(α1)
1 + tan(α1)
+ ǫ
1− tan(β1)
1 + tan(β1)
≥ ǫ+ ǫ√ǫ+ 2ǫ (1− 2 tan(α1)) + ǫ (1− 2 tan(β1)) ≥ 4ǫ+ ǫ
√
ǫ− 4ǫ tan(α1)− 2ǫ tan(β1)
≥ 4ǫ+ ǫ√ǫ− 4ǫ · 1
2
√
ǫ
4
− 2ǫ · 1
2
√
ǫ
2
= 4ǫ > 0,
and
b
(1)
22 − b(1)44 = b33 − b22 − (b13 tanφ1 + b24 tanψ1) = ǫ− ǫ
√
ǫ− (2ǫ tan φ1 − ǫ tanψ1)
≤ ǫ− ǫ√ǫ− (2ǫ(1 − 2 tan(α1)) + ǫ(1− 2 tan(β1)))
= −2ǫ− ǫ√ǫ+ 4ǫ tan(α1) + 2ǫ tan(β1)
≤ −2ǫ− ǫ√ǫ+ 4ǫ · 1
2
√
ǫ
4
+ 2ǫ · 1
2
√
ǫ
2
= −2ǫ < 0.
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Hence, we conclude that φ2 < 0, ψ2 > 0. Like in Lemma 4.2(i), we set
φ2 = −π
4
+ α′2, ψ2 =
π
4
− β′2, α′2 > 0, β′2 > 0.
From the relations (C.12), (C.3) and (C.4) we obtain
| cot(2φ2)| = b
(1)
11 − b(1)33
2|b(1)13 |
≤ ǫ+ ǫ
√
ǫ+ 2ǫ(1− tan(α1)) + ǫ(1− tan(β1))
3
4
√
ǫ− 1.0014ǫ
≤ 4ǫ+ ǫ
√
ǫ
(0.75 − 1.0014 · 0.0032)√ǫ <
4 + 0.0032
0.74679552
√
ǫ = 5.361
√
ǫ,
| cot(2ψ2)| = |b
(1)
22 − b(1)44 |
2|b(1)24 |
=
2ǫ tan φ1 − ǫ tanψ1 − (ǫ− ǫ
√
ǫ)
3
4
√
ǫ
≤ 2ǫ+ ǫ
√
ǫ
0.75
√
ǫ
<
2 + 0.0032
0.75
√
ǫ < 2.671
√
ǫ.
Then, for α′2 and β
′
2 it holds
tan(2α′2) = tan(
π
2
+ 2φ2) = | cot(2φ2)| < 5.361
√
ǫ,
α′2 <
1
2
arctan(5.361
√
ǫ) < 2.681
√
ǫ,
tan(2β′2) = tan(
π
2
− 2ψ2) = cot(2ψ2) < 2.671
√
ǫ,
β′2 <
1
2
arctan(2.671
√
ǫ) < 1.336
√
ǫ.
Next we bound the off-norm reduction in the third parallel step which equals (b
(2)
13 )
2 + (b
(2)
24 )
2.
We use the relations (4.13), (4.5) and (4.11) to obtain
(b
(2)
13 )
2 + (b
(2)
24 )
2 =
(
(b
(1)
14 )
2 + (b
(1)
23 )
2
)
cos2(φ2 − ψ2)− 2(b(1)14 + b(1)23 )2 ·
1
4
sin 2φ2 sin 2ψ2
= S2(B(2)) cos2(φ2 − ψ2) + 1
2
sin2(φ1 + ψ1)| sin 2φ2 sin 2ψ2|(b14 + b23)2
≤ S2(B) cos2(α′2 + β′2 −
π
2
) +
1
2
· sin2(β1 − α1) · 1 · ǫ2
≤ 2(α′2 + β′2)2 +
1
32
ǫ3 ≤
(
2 · 4.0172 + 10
−10
32
)
ǫ ≤ 32.273ǫ. (C.13)
Finally, from (C.1), (C.8), (C.11) and (C.13) it follows
S2(H(0))− S2(H(6)) = S2(B)− S2(B(3)) = b213 + b224 + (b(1)13 )2 + (b(1)24 )2 + (b(2)13 )2 + (b(2)24 )2
< 5ǫ2 + 0.29033ǫ + 32.273ǫ < 32.56338ǫ <
32.56338
2− 2ǫ ǫS
2(H(0))
< 16.282ǫS2(H(0)). 
